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1) History of municipal cultural administration after 1945 
 

Catania has ancient roots on promotion and valorisation of cultural life,  

important heritage of the past, leaded by historic, literary and philosophical 

personalities that gave to Sicily a prismatic perspective. 

  According to the important, famous and secolar  urban cultural traditions, 

starting from his greek origins in VIII century b.C. and stratified in his long 

history through roman, norman, spanish  influences, the town of Catania 

absorbed specific signs of each culture, and increased this complex heritage 

developing a composite map of influences and analogies with the various 

lines of European culture. 

  In XX century, after the Second World War, the towns of Catania lived the 

consequences of reconstruction, and of changements happened inside the 

old class of administrators, regarding circulation of elites process, changing 

the leading class and, therefore, general mores and lifestyles. 

  Early in the 50’ and 60’, the last aristocracy, crushed by the overturning, 

left the scenes of political world in the hands of young entrepreneurs, that 

launched a new chapter in the history of the town, ruled by exigences of 

“dynamism” and “modernity”,  engaged in a quite disordered and, often, 

ephemereal process of industrialisation leaded by the not always realistic 

objective (also for the political choice of Italian system) to get into the 

dream of the new deal with his modern mythology of industrialisation, 

development, urbanisation, that caused to the town of Catania the improper 

label of “ Milan of the South”. 

  Few energies and resources have been reserved on cultural urban 

renovation and improvement of  self own image; during these years, the 
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culture played a secondary role, and the cultural activities were not always 

considered at political levels, because not “remunerative”. 

  Cultural activities were in a significative way expressed in literatury in the 

operas of intellettuals, as Vitaliano Brancati , Santo Mazzarino and many 

others, of theatres, as Teatro Stabile and C.U.C (Centro Universitario 

Cinematografico), and of reviews, as “Giovane Critica”, and of 

Associazione Musicale Etnea, Catania matured important and innovative 

experiences, that would be bases for following developemnts.  

  In recent years, University is increasing its rapports with cultural life of the 

town, bringing examples of important engagements also in the field of 

architectual requalification of real estate and open those resources to more 

diffused utilisation. 

  Examples of these policies are the restoration work of Monastero dei 

Benedettini, strongly wanted by Faculty of Letters and Philosphy, and 

nowdays centre of accademic, and also cultural activities, as bibliotheques, 

museums, expositions, seminars, debats.... 

  Moreover, in recent years, with the changements and the new challenges 

induced by global issues, the administration of Catania is more and more 

engaged on finding a deep relation with cultural world and its possibilities, 

with the valorisation of his own important resources, looking at traditions as 

well as at sperimental suggestions . 

  That shows an important characteristic of the town, as like innate, that 

means the vitality and capacity to find out always new stimulant 

perspectives, watching at herself as a big and rich laboratory of ideas and 

artistic performances. 

  The last consideration, emerging from the actual theme of improvement of 

culture in urban policies, seems to add new reasons to the choice do redirect 
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cultural policies – especially in immaterial and relational fields – according 

to innovation and experimental issues, connected to the comprehension that 

the towns in Mediterranean area are natural laboratories for the generation 

of an authentic and renewed idea of Mediterranean culture. 

  The recommendations emerging from the Commission documents, 

reflected in structural programs and action lines, gave evidence to the need 

for public policies able to lead the natural laboratory of social inclusion and 

Mediterranean dialogue, that are lines of the actually policies of the town of 

Catania. 
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2) Competence, decision making and administration 
 

 
2.1) Organisational structure  

 
The Aministration of the town of Catania is organised in the forms that are 

allowed by the laws of Italian system.  The principal rules are collected in a 

codex “Testo Unico degli Enti Locali” that can be considered the general 

compendium for the Local Administration. 

The general Administration is governed by the Major of the City. 

The Major designate his Assessors, among them there is a delegation for 

Culture and Spectacles.  The administrators give the political address, then 

the policies implementation are given by the Directors of the offices, related 

for competence. 

 
 
2.2) Overall description of the system 

 
As concern as the condition of the town according to its characteristics in 

matter of territory and population, it is important to underline that the town 

is conceived as an urban system of about 330.000 inhabitants, but the 

cultural life is related to the whole dimension of the metropolitan district. 

The City Council of Catania is an admnistrative structure that is placed, as 

every town, at the bottom of the stairway of subsidiariety.   

This position allow to look at the general theme of cultural policies with a 

glance that try to get a comprehension of the object and the whole 

composition of the subject that are involved in the cultural choice. 
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Regarding to the object, cultural policies needs to represent the largest 

conception in culture, embracing all the intermediary positions inclused in 

the ideal continuum that have, in a polarity, the highest forms of art and 

science, and, on the other side, the most popular forms that integrate 

spectacles, folks and pop music. 

The distinguo intrudeced in last paragraph is not thought as a hierarchy, but 

is useful to represent different aims and needs that the local administration 

have to recognize among his citizen.   

Catania is a town with a long extension caused by the presence in the city of 

the most principal attractors (University, Hospital, Tribunal, GDO, logistic 

and commercial patterns, etc.). 

This is related to a large territorial system, and characterise the town as a 

metropolitan district.  Therefore, there is a very eterogeneuos composition 

of needs, stylelifes, values, mores, creedence, religions, etc. 

Therefore, the policies ought to be representatives of this multiplicity and 

variety. 

 
 

2.3) Co-operations with other actors 
 
The comprehesion of this complex relationship with the territorial system 

need to give to cultural policies a most collegial and partenarial research of 

issues, like, for istance, the implementation of programs that involves the 

town of Catania in partnership with other towns in the same districts (e.g.: 

the project PIT “Catania Metropolitan Town”, that involves Catania with 

other 8 neighbouring Municipalities; the program PRUSST “Turistic 

economies”, that involves Catania with other 38 neighbouring 

Municipalities, etc.). 
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According to these reasons, some cultural issues demonstrate this renewed 

attention to the metropolitan area of intervention and at the whole extension 

of the territorial system.  Examples of this attention are programs like 

“Culture’s site and itinerary” (frome the PIT project) and the debate 

“Metropoli” organized in theatre (march 2003) with the partecipation of 

several associations, cultural organizations, and general stakeholders. 
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3. General objectives and priorities of city's cultural 
policy 

 
3.1   What fields does the cultural administration cover? 

 
Among the priorities of the city's cultural policy, the Catania local 

administration has focused his own attention in the field of the architectural 

and real estate building valorisation. 

About this policies, we can report examples related to the civic museum 

system (Ursino Castle, Bellini and Emilio Greco, and also other important 

interventions like the monumental complex of Palazzo Platamone, and the 

restoration work of the famous organ instrument of Donato del Piano in the 

church S. Nicolò La Rena.  In add, several civic building are interested by 

the city's cultural policies, because they are involved in the "Piano Colore" 

(Colours Plan) related to the requalification of the real estate. 

These objectives are conceived within the frame of the idea to consolidate 

the "South Cultural District", relate to artistic baroque expression, quoted in 

the Unesco world heritage. 

 

3.2    Objectives of cultural policy 
 

It is very important the activity of the local administration to support the 

action of private actors in implementation of programs, manifestation, 

performances, shows, plays drama, meetings, conferences, fairs, exhibition, 

etc., that involves the Città di Catania in a strong collaboration with the 

local level of the Provincia with her Tourism Agency, and the regional level 

(Regione Sicilia) - vertical integration - and also with relevant private 
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organisation - horizontal integration - with an important events calendar that 

collect moreover than 200 subjects every year. 

As concern as the support of private intervention in culture, the town's 

Administration play a unreplaceable role in improving the offer, with 

special attention to reach citizen normally excluded from cultural life, and 

finalised to augment partecipation and democracy.  

In the Mayor's six-month relation, emphasis is given to the usability of the 

artistic and cultural heritage, related to a deseasonal offer.  A specific issues 

example is the projet (within the structural funds program) "Luoghi e 

percorsi della cultura" (Culture's seat and itineraries), played in november 

with full success of public and criticism, with creation of an interesting 

countertendency respect the traditional summer review. 

Signs of deep meaning are given by the price Giovanni Verga (the famous 

veristic novelist), dismissed in recent years and newly proposed with 

success in 2003, and also, in naturalistic and environmental field, the 1° 

National Congress of Volcanology (june 2003, with moreover than 300 

person/day during the manifestation). 

 

3.3    Current cultural policy debates 
 
As stated in the last part of section 1 of this document, the more pregnant 

among actual themes about improvement of culture in urban policies, seems 

to be the comprehension of the towns in Mediterranean area as natural 

laboratories for generate the authentic and renewed idea of Mediterranean 

culture. 

  The recent congress leaded by the Development Policies Department of the 

Foreign Affairs Minister and by the Maison des Sciences de l’Homme (Bari 
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2002), was an important occasion to collect the contributes of opinion leader 

who, in front the different segment of analysis related to their intervention, 

converged in focusing the thesis of the danger for the occidental system to 

degrade toward a quite inevitable clash of civilisations. 

Naturally, diagnosis and critical analysis are very dissimilar so for the 

several arguments – not always homogenous for matter and methodology – 

so for the different point of view of the writers; nevertheless, with very 

transparent clearness, it appear that almost all are according to the idea that 

to create issues and organisation model to lead the growing needs of 

globalization, and intercultural relationship. 

  The matter is yet not a simple commercial question, but is a question that 

involved the everyday life of common people, and the town is the theatre 

wherein the drama is represented, so well when it is a sad tragedy, and also 

when it is like a brilliant comedy. 

  The public choice is the instrument to try to lead and direct those complex 

process, specially – as the document of Bari 2002 stated – in the 

Mediterranean towns. 
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4. Financing of culture 
 

4.1   Short overview 
 
It is possible to get a glance about the cultural vitality of a town looking to 
some sensible data like, for instance, the indicators that come from tourism. 
 

arrivi, presenze, permanenza media in giorni - dati 2002 
 

  Italiani stranieri 
  arrivi presenze p m g arrivi presenze p m g 
Catania 38491 211858 5,5 21215 137349 6,5 
agrigento 21489 63525 3 6833 21616 3,2 
caltanissetta 5187 19900 3,8 75 177 2,4 
Enna 5655 10488 1,9 4132 7101 1,7 
messina 57195 367140 6,4 33861 163914 4,9 
palermo 36921 177092 4,8 25993 148344 5,7 
Ragusa 18967 76645 4 4157 16603 4 
siracusa 42944 215535 5 12306 40722 3,3 
Trapani 45020 216625 4,8 9884 31018 3,1 
Sicilia 271869 1358808 5 118276 566844 4,8 
 
Another relevant indicator could be the level of archeological areas and the 
number of visitors, as developed in graphical visualisation. 
 

aree archeologiche

Trapani 17,92%

Agrigento 9,83%

Catania 0,16%

Caltanissetta 
0,30%

Enna 13,33%

Messina 23,77%Palermo 18,33%

Ragusa 0,33%

Siracusa 
16,04%
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The town of Catania appears to be undervalued relating to the relevance of 
its archaeologycal area, that – how the citymap show – have several 
interesting evidence in different historic periods. 
  The valuation seems to be better about museum (very interesting the civic 
Ursino Castle, a Norman fortification of important architectural relevance, 
whose inside there are great collection of greeks and roman heritage, with 
periodical side-area dedicated to thematic exhibition. 
 
 

musei

Siracusa 16%

Ragusa 2%

Palermo 34%

Messina 11%

Enna 1%

Catania 8%

Caltanissetta 
1%

Agrigento 17%Trapani 9%

 
 
 
  In the previous tables, it is possible to arguing that the town of Catania is 
almost attractive (the town in effect have naturalistic relevance, with the 
Ionian sea and the mountain Etna), but the system seems to be not linked 
with long permanence tourism channels.  
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4.2   City expenditure on culture per capita 
 
In Sicily, the general expenditure for theatre and musical events represent 
(data 2001, Annuario statistico regionale Sicilia 2003) the 6% of the whole 
national affair, over 24,5 millions €.   
  About theatre, the most important voice is the drama (teatro di prosa), 
followed by pop music.  Classical music and ballet are nevertheless 
increasing their relevance (respectively, +20,2% and +30,5% in comparison 
year 2001/2000). 
  It is also increasing the expenditure for cinema (+2,1%) and for sport 
events (+27,4%, probably leaded by good performance of Sicilian football 
club in 2001). 
 
 
 

4.3   City cultural expenditure broken down by level of 
government 

 
Before enter in specific considerations about cultural expenditure in the 
town of Catania, could be interesting get a glance about the general 
condition of economy, in comparison with the impact of public expenditure, 
and in particular about the additional expenditure caused by structural funds. 
  As the table and the graphic elaboration show, Italy can be considered over 
the average of European trends, both for public and private sector, with a 
positive impact of structural funds. 
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  1994-1999 2000-2006 

  

public 
national 

contribution 
euro FS 

privat 
contribution 

euro FS 

public 
national 

contribution 
euro FS 

privat 
contribution 

euro FS 

BE 0,77 1,18 1,02 1,43 
DE 0,37 1,53 0,58 0,02 
EL 0,52 0,28 0,5 0,48 
ES 0,51 : 0,52 0,04 
FR 0,54 0,23 0,88 0,33 
IE 0,43 0,34 0,76 0,25 
IT 1,4 : 0,89 0,45 
NL 2,49 1,42 2,15 0,55 
AT 1,59 3,79 0,33 1,76 
PT 0,42 0,3 0,6 0,46 
UK 0,53 0,24 0,85 0,43 

AVERAGE 
UE11 

0,62 0,36 0,63 0,29 

 
 
Therefore, it is possible to arguing that there is in Italy a favourable context 
for public policies, in general, and the specific analysis for cultural policies 
seems to confirm the general trend. 
 
 

investimento indotto dai trasferimenti 
nelle zone obiettivo 1 

(dati 3° rapporto di 
coesione) 

Spagna 3% 
Grecia 8,50% 

Portogallo 8,50% 
Sud Italia 7% 

nuovi Lander tedeschi 4% 

 
 
The following table stated the number of subjects, distinguished in public 
and private ones, and the total number of employment that they absorbed, 
relating to the Provincia di Catania territory. 
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dati prov reg ct 2004 pubblico privato  addetti 
centri culturali 3 1 25 
musei 31 13 132 
biblioteche 50 15 195 
aree archeologiche 11   33 
archivi  3 1 12 
castelli 12   36 
parchi e oasi 4   12 
teatri   16 48 
fondazioni    2 6 
cinema   30 90 

 

0,89

0,45

0,63

0,29

0 0,5 1

fondi
pubblici

nazionali
per euro

fondi
privati per

euro di
FS

20
00

-2
00

6

media UE11

IT
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4.4   City cultural expenditure breakdown by cultural sub-

sectors 
 

0,7%

1,3%

8,1%

3,0%

0,8%

0,3%

0,3%

2,0%

19,4%

54,5%

2,3%

0,9%

2,0%

1,8%

1,5%

1,0%

8,6%

1,7%

0,7%

0,2%

0,2%

2,6%

24,4%

42,1%

4,0%

1,0%

5,5%

3,0%

balletto classico e moderno

burattini e marionette

concerto classico

concerto di danza

concerto jazz

operetta

recital letterario

rivista e commedia musicale

spettacolo di musica leggera

teatro di prosa

teatro di prosa dialettale

teatro di prosa repertorio napoletano

teatro lirico

varietà ed arte varia

SICILIA ITALIA
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cinema - giorni di spettacolo, biglietti venduti e spesa del pubblico e spesa 
per abitante - anni 2000-2001 

 2000 

 
giorni 
spettacolo 

numero 
biglietti spesa (euro) 

spesa per 
abitante 

Sicilia 45470 6092835 26156766 5,1 
Mezzogiorno 172383 21598028 99973941 4,8 
Italia 799898 100911219 529417499 9,2 
Agrigento 2633 261134 1192271 2,7 
Caltanissetta 1661 147056 606689 2,2 
Catania 13787 2050092 7699855 7,3 
Enna 920 55174 154692 0,9 
Messina 6815 688874 2964047 4,5 
Palermo 12594 1998000 10300368 8,3 
Ragusa 2169 286540 1035900 3,5 
Siracusa 3040 316830 1300446 3,3 
Trapani 4022 415144 1795671 4,2 
 2001 

 
giorni 
spettacolo 

numero 
biglietti spesa (euro) 

spesa per 
abitante 

Sicilia 47461 6218844 27049940 5,4 
Mezzogiorno 196670 23563990 112493976 5,5 
Italia 877640 109969494 589499230 10,3 
Agrigento 406 56578 262400 4,8 
Caltanissetta 886 68809 328580 5,3 
Catania 8019 1348171 5728610 18,3 
Enna 40 9149 31945 1,1 
Messina 3651 399066 1921732 7,6 
Palermo 8762 1658624 8915017 13 
Ragusa 696 101693 417226 6,1 
Siracusa 1669 185616 896361 7,2 
Trapani 934 91169 442739 6,5 

 
 
The graphic elaboration upside, distinguish the most important typologies of 
spectacle, regarding to the ticket sold in the year 2000 (elaboration from 
Annuario statistico regionale Sicilia 2003). 
  In the general confirmation of the Italian trends it is interesting to focus the 
relevance of theatre in the form of drama, whose relevance have level 
superior than the Italian average. 
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4.5   Support to professional artists 
 
The general purpose of the cultural policies of the Administration are related 

to expand the visibility of the town in the global arena of the cities, with a 

strong characterisation about Mediterranean heritage and environmental 

conditions. 

So, the support to professional artists is thought always in relation to these 

general characteristic.  There is an effort to improve the international 

exchange and visibility, that is expressed by the organisation of several 

events like, in recent months: 

• Conferenza “ Memoria del Mediterraneo”; 

• “XIII Conferenza delle Parti contraenti la Convenzione di 

Barcellona”; 

• II Conferenza Internazionale on “Xemoxigenase and cellular stress” 

( in partnership with Medical College of New York); 

• II Convegno internazionale: La pace in tempo di guerra. Culture, 

Democrazie, e Cooperazione nel Mediterraneo ( in collaboration 

with Jacques Maritain Institute and UNESCO Center). 

For the artists, the cultural policies are thought as general support, both in 

financiary sense and in the disponibility of the property places (each year 

are organised 200 events in culture). 

A particular attention is given for young artists; the “Circuito dei Giovani 

Artisti Italiani ” has been recently institued in order to promote and 

valorisate those artistic issues, and works as aggregation musical centre with 

the aim of offering  professional musical courses. 
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5. Cultural infrastructure of the city 
 

5.1   Major cultural institutions 
 
About cultural structures, Catania is caractherised by a qualified offering in 

bibliotheques, theatres, museums. 

 

Concerning to the BIBLIOTHEQUES , in Catania there are: 

 

� the Regional Bibliotheque within the main palace of the town’s 

Atheneum ; 

� the Civic Bibliotheque Ursino Recupero within the ex 

Benedictinianum Monasterium, today venue of University; 

� several specific bibliotheques take place within the different 

university departments; 

 

Regarding to the THEATRE , Catania is proud about its important tradition 

in this field, and also in poetry and literature. 

The main theatres in town are: 

 

� Teatro Massimo Bellini, in the important structure buildt in 

XVIII century by the architect Carlo Sada, conceived for lyrics; 

� Teatro Stabile Giovanni Verga, conceived as prosal theatre, 

strictly related to the contemporary trends but also looking to the 

tradition; 

� Teatro Metropolitan, a modern structure conceived for brilliant 

pieces and musical; 
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� Teatro Club, opened since the early 60’s, a small but very 

dynamic “factory” about sperimental performance and conceived 

as an open space for social debates  and strictly related to the 

research; 

� Piccolo Teatro, whose activities are connected to the XX century 

forms of expression as prosal and sperimental theatre, and also 

engaged for jazz and musical   performances; 

� Zo, a structure born for a few years, thought as an open space for 

cultural events and performative arts; 

� Scenario Pubblico, conceived for dancing performance and 

opened to the different expressive forms in theatre and music; 

� Teatro Piscator, a prosal theatre related to the contemporary 

languages and with a particular regard to the childish world; 

� Teatro Ridotto, Sala Magma and a lot of other spaces engaged 

in the production of cultural events as reading poetry and 

performative arts.  

 
 

5.2   Libraries 
 

Catania is a town with literary tradition, which find expression in the several 

libraries and bibliotheques of the town and of metropolitan area. 

There are, in fact, more than  50 in Catania, and more than 100 taking in 

account the whole matropolitan area. 

Some of them , about 15, are tied to accademic publications and, in general, 

to the prestigious editory of cultural tradition. 
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Others, about 20,  tender themself  as literary coffe, place for reading and 

finding  contemporary pubblications from all over the world, becoming 

open spaces for debats, projections, presentations and point energy for new 

cultural and literary approaches. 

  Concerning to the libraries, Catania offers an interesting panorama, 

composed by the public offer and by several tematique bibliotheques in the 

venues of municipality (the administration quarters of the town). 

 

 

5.3   Festival and major events 
 
The calendar of Catania’s cultural events, is caractherised by moments rich 

on traditional and folcloristic performances, permeated by suggestions 

coming from  religious sphere and Orphic mithology, the cultural tendency 

of european symbolism. These deep form of breath reverberate in different 

lights, according to the nature of the several form of cultural offer. 

The regional calendar rappresents the Catania’s area with some initiatives 

that are traditionally representative , touching the popular spirit but also the 

romantic and lyric sensibility of the seats, passing through medieval rigour 

and fast. 

 

Concerning to the calendar, it offers: 

 

� Festa di Sant’Agata, perceived as the most  important appointment  

within inhabitants,  celebrating moments of deep emotional intensity 

and  a fully popular partecipation. 
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� several Carnival perfomances  take place in Acireale, Misterbianco, 

and Paternò,  in a framework of  expressive freedom that produces 

masks, caricatures and shows,  sometime based on real politica life 

circumstances, ironic and sharp moments concluding themself in 

suggestive fires. 

� Concorso Ippico Nazionale, picturesque and international 

competition of this everlasting sportive discipline. 

� Festival Verghiano, an unfailing appointment for amateurs of 

modern literature  

� Scala Illuminata di Caltagirone, a place rich of suggestion thanks to 

its gorgeous architectural  framework, giving hospitality to 

prestigous and elegant shows. 

� Bicentenario di Bellini, a typical event tied to the cultural heritage 

of the town, celebrating its lyric and romantic tradition 

� Settimana Medievale Circuito Castelli Normanni, occasion to  take 

a leap into the past, following medieval itinerary with an emotionally 

involving atmosphere that allows the spectators to live the 

experience of a typical medieval festivity and its musics, costumes 

and spirits. 

 

Catania is more and more engaged on valorisation of his own important 

resources, looking at traditions as well as at innovative and  sperimental 

suggestions, trying to watch at herself as mediterranean city , able to act as 

a laboratory for cohesistence and cohabitation of different cultural issues. 
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5.4   Professional artists 
 

The town of Catania is proud of several artists who, starting from local 

scenes, are nowadays appreciated at national and also international level. 

These famous examples induced several musical critics to define the city as 

a laboratory rich on stimuls and cultural lifestyles, that converged on 

creating an innovative artistic climat and a generation of interesting young 

artistic  personalities. 

 

 
 

5.5   Art amateurs 
 
The town of Catania, because of her characteristics (mythology and 

technology, tourism and business) can purpose a meaningful enrichment for 

projects related to policies of governance, social inclusion, knowledge 

management and innovation business center. 

  To get these objectives is to co-operate with the partners in network, and 

the contribute of the town of Catania have to be related to the main 

objective of the leader project. 

  There are several point of exhibition in art, painting, teathre, antiquary, 

cinema d’essai, etc.  As is natural to conceive, more of those initiatives are 

quite spontaneous and non istitutional, therefore are non organised with a 

regular calendar and are subject to variation.  Also this conditionis very 

charactersitic of Mediterranean culture, and involve also the street like a 

natural theatre and site of exhibition. 
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5.6   Art education 
 
The city of Catania is engaged on managing activities ables to involve 

youngs on valorisating  the resourches of the territorial, artistic, storic and 

cultural heritage. 

According to these issues, Catania is implementing since 2002 the project 

“CITY LAB”, addressed to the young generation, organised around 

activities carried out by several laboratories, related to artistic fields such as 

theatre, dance, cinema, handicraft, music, journalism,  ambient and 

innovative audio-viasual medias. 

The laboratories are freely realised in all over the town, with the aims to 

develope abilities and competences, and  to offer an experience of cultural 

and working growth. 

The partecipation has been very high, actually almost 5000 people, 

apprendices pupils and cultural operators, are involved in the project and 

15000 have been the lesson hours during the last year. 

The results have been really positives since a rich number of partecipants 

has decided to use that experience to develope a personal working way,  

creating societies and own activities. 

 
5.7   Participation and audience development  

 
The citizens of Catania are paricuarly exigentes and critics, paying attention 

to the quality of cultural events organized in the city.  

That allows to consider the town in a dinamic point of view, always in 

moving and requesting, according to its multicultural and poliedric 

caharcteristics . 
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In occasion of  the last year summer time, an agreement between the town 

of Catania and the eight city councils of the District has been signed, 

instituing the Distretto Culturale del Sud- Est. 

The activisties promoted in/by this network have been paricularly 

appreciated by the citizenship who has participated numeroso to the several 

events: “Catania è...”, “Barocco Catania”, etc... 

 
 

5.8   Heritage and memory 
 

Regarding to the MUSEUMS, Catania is rich in history and tradition 

which are: 

 

� Museo Civico, in the Middleaged structure of the Norman 

Castle, in the downtown. Inside, the museum has the 

collection of the prince Biscari, the collection of the 

Benedictinian order; 

� Casa Verga, the residence of the famous Sicilian writer , 

within a palace of the late XVIII century; 

� Museo Belliniano, situated nearby Verga’s house, in the 

historical centre, in Gravina Cruyllas Palace, where the 

musician was born; 

� Orto Botanico, extended along 16.000 mq is located in via 

Etnea. Buildt in the 50’s of XVIII century by a Benedictinian 

priest, Francesco Tornambene. Inside, a building in a 

Neoclassical style is venue of the library. Divided into two 

different parts: Hortus Generalis, with plants from all over 

the world, and Hortus Siculus, with typical local plants; 
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� Museo Zoologico, situated in the Animal Byologichal 

Department of university, with collections of Australian an 

South-American phauna; 

� Musei di Scienze, situated in the University venue of corso 

Italia are the Geologichal, Minearology-with a very 

interesting collection of Sicilian minerals- and Vulcanology- 

with a rich collection of materials from Etna and Eolie 

Islands. 

 

 

6. Cultural partnership, industries, employment and 
training 

 
6.1   Public-private partnership 

 
The complex relationship with the metropolitan system needs to access to 

cultural policies sharing in a most collegial and partenarial research of 

issues. 

Regarding to this objective, is important to highline the implementation of 

programs that involves the town of Catania in partnership with other towns 

in the same districts (e.g.: the project PIT “Catania Metropolitan Town”, 

that involves Catania with other 8 neighbouring Municipalities; the program 

PRUSST “Turistic economies”, that involves Catania with other 38 

neighbouring Municipalities, etc.).  Both the programs involved public 

interistitutional partnership and also the private sphera (PIT have a 

cospicuous part of “regimi d’aiuto” for little and middle entrepreneurs; the 

PRUSST program needs, for its ministerial approvation, of the balance 1/3 

private capital and 2/3 public capital). 
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These cultural issues demonstrate attention to the territorial system.   

 
 

6.2   Cultural industries 
 
  The development of the role of cluster among the network is a real 

condition for contemporary town; in this way it appear very important to 

organize productive districts for innovation and implementation of 

knowledge management solution and coordinated some function related to 

the management of the town and his territorial system. 

   The concept of a productive district, able to create links with the suburban 

site of the town and also with the hinterland, register a growing utilisation in 

practices of towns development like a typical phenomena of advanced post-

industrial areas. 

  The importance of those instruments is related to several dimensions of 

urban life: 

- first, related to the closer relation between the historic center of the 

town and his suburbs (area conurbata); 

- second, the most dynamic site of the hinterland (far from urban road 

traffic and parking problem, near to logistic industrial and commercial 

areas); 

- third, the possibility to get inside these innovation centers structures 

oriented towards knowledge management and cultural heritage, condition 

for a laboratory of social inclusion. 

These values can be read as indication for the cultural activities in the 

general development plan in the territorial system of Catania. 
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6.3   Training in arts and culture 
 
With the aim of valorisation of  the resources of the territorial, artistic, storic 

and cultural heritage, since 2002 is working the project “CITY LAB”, 

addressed to the young generation, organised around activities carried out 

by several laboratories, related to artistic fields such as theatre, dance, 

cinema, handicraft, music, journalism,  ambient and innovative audio-

viasual medias. 

The laboratories are organised by the Municipality administration, in 

agreement with professionist of sectors involved, and freely open to the 

citizens in all over the town, with the aims to develope skills, abilities and 

competences, and  to offer an experience of cultural and working growth. 

Another experience that is in fieri, in experimental phase, is the program 

Meditheatre, whose idea is to connect the ICT technologies with turistic and 

cultural resources.  The project aims to be visible in the web, with the 

possibility to get ticket for journey related to theatre in a form of holiday 

that is connected to a direct experience of sites and the living cultural 

heritage.   

This particular conception of theatre experience is totally dimensioned to 

natural environment and turistic enjoy of the context; in add, with 

anthropological ways of inquiring, there is the possibility of get a 

formidable experience in archetipal forms of representation of cultural 

identity and heritage. 
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7. Information and ICT 

 
Regarding to the request of the UE and according to the actions 

recommended by italian Minister of Foreign Affairs, the towns of South 

Europe are considered like laboratories for the process of (re)construction 

of mediterranean (and european) identity and consciousness – see, for 

instance, the book “Conflitti, migrazioni e diritti dell’uomo”.  

The meaning of this position is connected to a relative idea of identity, 

that take in itself a pluralistic and continuous process of choice which 

develop itself naturally into the towns. 

The cultural heritage management, connected with the use of ICT 

technology, generated a condition of network for the most dynamic towns 

of the world, that is the requested standard for the actual global 

competition. 

 
THE ROLE OF CATANIA IN PARTNERSHIP 

 
The  arguments and the reasons exposed underline several points of 

view to percept the strategic relevance to get resonance by Sicily relating 
to policies about mediterranean and european integration. 
The idea that characterise the role of Catania can be espressed as a 

laboratory for development, social inclusion, cultural heritage, knowledge 
management, e-solution. 
The implementation of this contribute need to lead study, analysis and 

action in the fields: 
- history of the town (particularly related to his complex relationship 

with the sea); 
- environment (see the session of the ONU environment program 

“Ambiente Marino” – Catania december 2003 – with AVO onlus); 
- anthropology (in agreement with Unesco Center Catania); 
- sociology (about cultural models, see the CEDOC research about the 

town and its inhabitants distinguished for ethnic group); 
- statistics (see the book “Analisi metropolitane”); 
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- information comunication technology (see the website 
www.cataniapolitichecomunitarie.it realised with the contribution 
of Dipartimento di ingegneria informatica, University of Catania); 

- economics (see the book “Progettazione e programmazione per il 
Masterplan di Catania” and “ Analisi Metropolitane” Dossier 
2002/2003); 

- law and administration models (see experience PIT and PRUSST); 
- best practices in building innovation centers. 

 
Catania, in fact, is going to realize a master plan whose guidelines are 

directed to create (regarding to the disposal of the program eEurope) 
positive environment through integration and cultural heritage management 
and a context for economic increase and dynamic business. 
 

 
 
EXPERIENCE IN GOVERNANCE PRACTICES 

 
Among the most important experience of the town of Catania about 

governance and control of complexity, it is important to remember the 
partecipation in URBAN, EQUAL, PRUSST, PIT, etc. 
Those experience gave to the territorial dimension a new deal of 

integration and order, inspired by a pluralistic idea oriented by the 
perspective to generate a favourable system for social life and economic 
development (see, for instance, the table “strategic lines” in the book 
“Progettazione e programmazione delle linee strategiche per il Masterplan 
di Catania”). 
The way to get soustainable development is related to a partnership 

strategy that look to the strategic position of the town of Catania like the 
duplex dimension of centrality and suburbanism.  Both these dimensions 
are strictly connect with the mediterranean and european cultural heritage, 
that Italy (and Sicily in best form) can greatly syntetize. 
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8. Short overview of the city 

 
Catania is a very special italian town.  She lies down on the east coast of 
the Sicily island, at the bottom of the mount Etna, the biggest active 
volcano in Europe.  
 
The old town, founded by greeks in 731 b.C., rounded by the Ionian sea, 
take a glance in the old mythology and another in the future technology. 
Side by side, history and ICT take place in the Etna valley, that is a very 
interesting place, for tourism and also for investment and capital gain. 
 
The town of Catania, is served by an international airport, the navy port, 
rail station, two external highways (direction E-O, linking with Palermo – 
A19 – and direction S-N, linking Syracuse and Messina – A18), urban 
highway and inter-modal trade exchange.   
Catania take place in a strategic position in reference to variable geometry 
that involves: 
 
- mediterranean area, where Catania plays an historic role of attraction 

toward Greece, North Africa and Middle East; 
- Sicily in rapport to Italy, according his geographical position and for 

the role of logistic communication area; 
- Sicily considered in itself, regarding to touristic neighbourhoods  

(Etna, Taormina, Siracusa, Agrigento, Piazza Armerina, etc.), to the 
special sensibility to innovation and technologic solution, with human 
resource of high specialization and advanced services areas. 

 
Likewise the best practices of contemporary metropolitan areas in 

Europe, the town of Catania oriented his territorial policies to develop 
partnership’s strategies oriented to governance instruments.  The main 
objectives of these strategies are: 
 

- urban quality life; 
- services (public, privates, university, tourism, etc.); 
- social inclusion and soustainability; 
- to develop the role of mediterranean door. 
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9. Other important issues 
 

 
Syntesis of objectives, instruments and methodologies 

 
 

 
Key-ideas and general objectives 

• plural identity 

• etnic composition 

• metropolitan-city 

• cultural heritage; 

• knowledge management; 

• innovation center. 

  
Specific Objectives 

• Sustainable developement needs not only investing in 
urban environments, but also in valorization of human 
and relational resourches. 

• Developing innovation centres and innovatives methods 
means setting up innovatives menagement models of 
governance, ables to favouring investments. 

 
Expected results 

• Opportunities  and obstacles rising from economic, social 
and normative conditions of the area, particularly refered 
to etnic identities and and different cultural models. 

• Inclusion and decentralization systems oriented to 
innovation, ables to setting up itegrated policies packages. 

 
Topics of research 

• Plural identity as condition of modernity and caratcteristic 
of metropolitan cities; 

• All the organizations have a plural identity; the analysis 
can be conducted at different levels, from istitutional till 
private behaviours; 

• That etnic composition can be managed with operations of  
cultural heritage and knowledge management, reducing 
social tensions and favouring enterprises investments . 

 
Methods 

• Sharing projects, collaboring with cities-leader and offering 
a network system of relations and decision making; 

• Job flessibility and mobilitation, management of  
immigration factors, realizing a metropolitan system  with 
networks of transnational innovation centers. 
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EUROCITIES 21 
4 RATIONALES FOR CULTURAL POLICY 
Short overview of Mediterranean culture between Putnam and Weber analysis. 
 
With reference to the schedule of Urban Cultural Profiles Exchange Project, 
a reflection related to the figure “Cultural Activities in Cities” seems to be 
important regarding to the way of interpretation of cultural policies in town, 
especially in a town of metropolitan dimension in Mediterranean area as 
Catania. 
 

 
In the logic of figure 1, it seems that the town of Catania take is effective 
position in a place intermediate between “Amateur Art” and “Local Festival 
and Parades”.   
The reason of this position are given by the specification we can read in the 
ring “Empowerment”, that describe a situation in wich there are community 
arts expression, as manifestation of social and ethnic activities, but that are 
not so much structured, with strong presence of subcultures and with 
process of diffusion leaded by local media. 
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This description is in effect a general idea (correct, but simplified like every 
generalization that can’t consider special situation) of the cultural activities 
in Catania. 
  This image is renforced by the consideration that in the POR (the regional 
instrument to use structural funds) the only one activity inclused in the 
regional calendar of cultural manifestation of regional interest is the 
religiuos festival of Sant’Agata, a traditional festival very important for 
heritage and partecipation, like a coral movement of the whole town. 
  Therefore, it seems really that the transition from cultural models in wich 
local festivals and pride parade are egemony until today, and the arts are 
involved in volontary form, amateur.  Linked to this condition we have to 
consider the voluntary choice of most indipendent artists that prefere not to 
be inclused in structered experience, but this choice seems to be soustenable 
in young expression. 
  Looking for an answer that could explain this position of Catania, and the 
distance from cultural issues that can connect arts and business and the 
development of creative industries, it is possible to look at the 4 rationales 
model recalling the Putnam analysis related the deficit of attitude toward 
cooperative working in south Italy, and the rationalist paradigma in Weber 
regarding to industries and the forms of capitalistic organization of work. 
  Those categories seems able to explain some central aspect of the 
positioning of the town of Catania.  Putnam categories are useful to the 
comprehension of his description as parochial system, with prevalence of 
familiar model of social linking, that resolve itself in a closer and 
preferential system of relationship, not based on competence but in familiar 
connection. 
  On the second point of view, here presented in short synthesis, it is 
possible remind that culture systems with a protestant background are more 
closer to the possibility to conceive art and profession as connected form of 
intellectual (and professional) life.  On contrary, the latin idea of artist is far, 
and something totally different, from the way of professional behaviour.  
The myth of the artist as “genio e sregolatezza” persist until now, as the 
most important model of artistic life, with his corollary of refuse of a life 
standardised in working time. 
  Nevertheless the new technologies seems to be able to reduce this cultural 
gap and seems also the key to allow to professional behaviour to take a 
different halo.  In other words, internet-based issues, e-business and so on 
seems to be the right key to definitively open to Mediterranean conception 
the idea of artist-manager. 
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With this meaning, we can report some experience that rejoin theoretical 
and practical conception that comes out from subject like the Pittsburgh 
school (with the idea of cultural district and, in fact, of artist-manager).  The 
town of Catania have several important experience in this field and with this 
kind of background (for instance, and in indicative meaning, it is possible to 
report private subject of experimentation in linking management and 
culture, like the Cyclope records in discography, ZO in contemporary 
cultures, Teatroclub in theatre application, and many other that is impossible 
to recall in exhaustive way, also because art is always movement and 
changement). 
 

 
 
The upside figure describe the general position of Catania in the model 
“Cultural activities in cities” elaborated from Eurocult21 expert, and a 
possible pilot action that can introduce some changes to lead the passage 
toward application in arts & business.  
To give an example about this kind of pilot action, we can describe the 
general lines of an idea that it is possible drive out through special programs 
like, for instance, Culture 2000. 
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MMMEEEDDDIIITTTHHHEEEAAATTTRRREEE   
 
Synthesis: MEDITHEATRE program concerns a strongly 
emotional experience, related to the achivement of self 
consciousness through the Mediterranean mirror.   
 
Interested target: cultural tourism, web oriented, used to internet 
technologies and purchases. Two pilot initiatives are provided: 
the one is related  to a young student public (theatre as 
performance); the other  related to a senior public (theatre as 
agorà). 
 
Typology of  the proposal: integrated turistic packages, organised 
around international parties in modern form of theatre stages, 
converging in inquiring identity and space and their cultural 
heritage, searching for answer in rapport to contemporary world 
(heritage interpretation) focusing in anthropologic and 
sociologic study of theatre. 
That is defined as integrated cause the possibility of buying on 
line the combination transport-staying-stage journey. 
The proposal benefits of ambiental suggestions (the ionic coast, 
the  volcano Etna), mixed with cultural lines of the project, to 
offer  an unrepeteable experience of simbolic/concrete values. 
 
Aim: the reference of the project is the developement of the trend 
direction done by the Ministero degli Affari Esteri– with the 
contribution  of Dipartimento delle Politiche di Sviluppo, and the 
suggestions emerging from the  Bari 2001 convention – Conflitti, 
migrazioni e diritti dell’uomo: un laboratorio per la definizione 
dell’identità mediterranea, where  authoritative territorialists 
converged on the key-idea of identifing the  Cities of South 
Europe, of Mediterranean area, as natural laboratories for 
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developing solutions of cohabitation and integration between  
different cultural and life models.  
 
A laboratory into the laboratory.  According to this point of 
view, it becomes easy to understand how media theatre can 
assume the function of  laboratory  into the laboratory, meaning 
that if the metropolitan space is the natural laboratory for 
analizing the contact-collision between different cultural and life 
models, so the theatre space can be considered as the  
mycroscope to observe the reaction-interaction models emerging 
from   the approach of different persons, ethnic and social 
groups, lending itself to become an elected point of observation 
for anthropologic and sociologic analytic case studies. 
 
The anthropology applied to the theatre includes every element 
of human behaviour, going from instinctual pulsions to  artistic 
symbologies, expressed in dances, masks, mimic action.   
 
The experimentation classic in the theatre anthropology considers 
that, where there are concentration states able to grow away from 
the surface aspects of everyday reality, where the experience 
comes not just as instincual pulsion, here are set up the basis for 
a  itinerary referred to  mythical and religious roots of sybolic 
representation, producing explosive effects on analitic 
perspectives of individual and collective cosciences in their 
comparition with all those values considered 
hegemonic/predominant. 
The intellectual complexity  of the whole operation  rely itself in 
the semplicity  of behaviours  and gestures, with forms of 
interaction able to go over every linguistic barrier. 
 
Methodology.  The project MEDITHEATRE is based on  Max 
Weber thesis, according to which the unifying element of every 
simbolic espression (and, in its maximum social expression, in 
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every religion) is done by the contents  of rationalization typical 
in every religion, with the function of increase the rationality of 
social groups behaviour. This thesis is central for the project 
MEDITHEATRE as the object is to constitute  a laboratory into 
the laboratory for a better understanding of those elements  
important for building a dialogue and ways of social inclusion. 
The anthropologic and sociologic analytic approach of theatre as 
point of observation  can be also be interesting for the public, 
called for direct partecipation through innovative solutions that 
renewed the romantic idea of European symbolism, can be give 
to Art the meaning of culture and education in the form 
(suggested by Eduard Schuré) of theatre of international 
parties. 
 
Social inclusion  and support of the business attitude.   
Corollary of the project MEDITHEATRE is the effort to build an 
ambient for a permanent mutual hearing around which create 
propitious circumstances for social dialogue and economic trust,  
referred to the  market in general and to   e-business solutions in 
particular. 
 
A modular structure. Operatively , the  MEDITHEATRE is 
conceived as modular structure, with a flexible architecture able 
to adapt its realisation to spatial and temporal exigences. 
 
Integrated offerring packages. Basicly , the project implies the 
realisation of Integrated Offerring Packages (venue, stages, 
cultural goods) based on cultural tensions and  suggestions 
related to the spheres of the  magic, mythos  and religion,  
mainspring and motivation of the journey for a public  coming 
from all over the world, that wants to find itself looking at the 
transparent and misterious mirror of the  Mediterranean Sea. 
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Experiential Journeys.  The key-idea aims to answer to a new 
challenge of the turistic demand and to capture all those growing 
touristic flows searching for << experiential journeys>>, and  
that don’t recognize themself in the traditional organized journey, 
but researche  emotional and cognitive ways. 
 
Partnership Composition. Operationally, there is the need of 
implementing structures of partnership and conventional 
agreement  Particularly: 
 

• On the theoretical level, the interaction between the 
Departement of Cultural Anthropology and the 
Departement of Social Process Analysis of University of 
the City and the realisation of proper studies; 

• On the public level, the attention and the interest of Local 
Institutions to support and diffuse results, and University 
and Researching Centres for the attivation and diffusion  
by the  networks; 

• On the private level, an integrated system of quality 
services, fit for assure a continuous organizative machine, 
by the moment of the ticket reservation on line, till the 
fruition of every element and good (transports, venue, 
addictional services); 

• On the public/private level , the realisation of appropriate 
actions giving relief and visibility to the initiative trough 
every mean of diffusion. 

 
Proper Agreement and Convention are Key-instrument of  all 
partnership actions. 
 
Further information: see www.eculture.it at the link 
MEDIT HEATRE. 


